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1-Market Highlights: 

The month of June presented a commendable rally in the 

stock market that led both the benchmark indices to climb 

to their all-time highs. The NIFTY 50 traded near the 

19,300 mark and Sensex surpassed 65,000 as the month 

ended on the back of strong inflows from foreign 

investors, robust corporate balance sheets, moderating 

inflation, and growth picking up coupled with 

expectations of a normal monsoon season, all of which 

bolstered the sentiment of market participants. Also, the 

FOMC decided to pause interest rate hikes after 10 

consecutive increases since March 2022. Going forward, 

inflation print, Q1FY24 corporate earnings season, and 

outlook by companies’ management will be keenly 

watched. FII activity will also be on radar as from the past 

three to four months, we are witnessing consistent buying 

interest that has resulted as one of the key reasons for the 

recent market rally.  

Market performance (%) 
INDEX 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

NIFTY 50 3.5 10.5 6.0 21.6 

SENSEX 30 3.3 9.7 6.4 22.1 

NIFTY MIDCAP 150 6.2 18.1 12.8 33.4 

NIFTY SMALLCAP 250 6.4 20.0 11.2 30.4 

 Source: Ace Equity                                                               As of 30th June 2023 

 

 FII/DII Activity 

Overseas investors poured in funds during the month of 

May on the back of strong macroeconomic fundamentals 

and attractive valuations. Domestic institutions were also 

net buyers. 

INR cr.* 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

FII 27,250 61,118 15,348 33,746 

DII 4,458 -3,306 2,217 30,549 

Source: NSE  *FII Cash                                                       As of 30th June 2023 
 

 Global Market 

Despite the US large-cap tech stock rally in May, global 

markets were gripped with the breach of the US Debt 

ceiling it being suspended for two years following a last-

minute deal. Major central banks continue to raise interest 

rates amid sticky core inflation.                    (Returns in %) 

INDEX 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

DOW JONES 4.5 3.4 3.8 11.8 

FTSE 1.2 -1.3 1.1 5.1 

HANG SENG 3.7 -7.3 -4.4 -13.5 

DAX 3.1 3.3 16.0 26.3 

NASDAQ 6.6 12.8 31.7 25.0 

Source: Investing.com                                                            As of 30th June 2023 
 

 Sectoral Performance 

On the sectoral front, we believe that in the pharma sector 

is expected to do well as the price erosion in the US is 

expected to cool off from double-digit to single-digit level. 

This would aid in margin improvement on the back of 

declining cost inflation, while in branded generic market, 

the companies would pass on additional cost to the end-

users. The infrastructure theme can be seen playing through 

this year as demand prospects for the industry look good 

considering traction in government-backed projects, 

primarily driven by the General Election due in the first half 

of the calendar year 2024 (H1CY24). This will also have a 

multiplier effect on the cement sector as well. The table 

shows the top 3 and bottom 3 sector performances in June 

2023: 

     Source: NSE                                                                        As of 30th June 2023 

 

  Events to be watched out for 

1- Domestic and Global Central Banks- The RBI 

Monetary Policy Committee left the main policy 

instrument, repo rate, unchanged at 6.50 per cent for the 

second consecutive monetary policy, giving relief to 

home, vehicle and other retail borrowers from an 

increase in equated monthly instalments (EMIs). The 

minutes of the meeting suggested that the central bank’s 

focus is on ensuring price stability and anchoring 

inflation expectations where the risks to outlook stem 

from weather related factors and global commodity 

prices. The next meeting is scheduled to be held on 

August 8-10. The US Federal Open Market Committee 

(FOMC) skipped a rate hike for the first time in 15 

months in its last meeting, but its dot plot of forecasts 

showed that 9 of the 18 FOMC members expect two 

more rate hikes this year, and 3 expect more than two 

hikes in CY23. This was thus a ‘hawkish pause’ (a pause 

with signals of more hikes to come), just as the May’23 

FOMC meeting involved a ‘dovish hike’ (a rate 

increase, with clear hints that the next meeting was 

likely to feature no hike). The officials saw downside 

TOP 3 (%) 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

S&P BSE Capital 

Goods 
9.8 18.5 22.1 56.5 

S&P BSE Healthcare 9.7 18.0 12.1 19.5 

S&P BSE Auto 6.8 23.6 20.7 30.5 

BOTTOM 3 (%) 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

S&P BSE Bank 0.1 9.7 3.3 31.3 

S&P BSE Oil & Gas 0.3 4.8 -10.8 1.0 

S&P BSE IT 2.2 4.9 4.2 5.5 
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growth risks and upside employment risks. The next 

meeting is scheduled to be held on 30-31 July. 

2- Q1FY24 Corporate Earnings Season – Companies 

will be declaring their Q1FY24 results where we expect 

a good quarter for oil marketing companies as elevated 

marketing margins on petrol/diesel would likely lead to 

significant automobile fuel over-recoveries and offset 

moderation in refining margins. Other than OMCs, we 

expect a strong yearly performance of automobile sector 

on the back of high single-digit increase in auto 

production volumes and mid-teens increase in ASPs due 

to price increases and a richer product mix. Banking 

sector is also anticipated to deliver good numbers driven 

by strong loan growth, decline in credit costs.  

2-Major Economic Developments: 

  

Source: Mospi  

  Source: PIB 

    
Source: OECD Economic Outlook June 2023 

a) India’s current account deficit (CAD) decreased to $1.3 

billion (0.2% of GDP) in Q4FY23 from $16.8 billion (2% 

of GDP) in Q3FY23, and $13.4 billion (1.6% of GDP) a 

year ago.  

b) A pickup in prices charged by services companies 

combined with the easing of business activity and a 

slower increase in new export business led to the decline 

of S&P Global India Services PMI Business Activity 

Index to 58.5 in June, compared with 61.2 in May. This is 

the second month of decline after services PMI had scaled 

a 13-year high of 62 in April. 

c) India’s Goods and Services Tax (GST) revenues crossed 

₹1.6 lakh crore mark for 4th time since inception of GST. 

The revenues for the month of June 2023 are 12% higher 

than the GST revenues in the same month last year. 

During the month, the revenues from domestic 

transactions (including import of services) are 18% higher 

than the revenues from these sources during the same 

month last year. 

d) The unemployment rate jumped to 8.45% in June from 

7.68% in the previous month. While unemployment in 

urban areas eased to 7.87% last month, rural India saw a 

two-year high of 8.73%. India’s unemployment rate rose 

above 8% for the third time this year on the back of 

seasonal joblessness in rural areas. 

 

3-Market Outlook: 

1. The biggest macro factors denting the markets still exist; 

from the shift in the power dynamics fuelled by China’s 

aggression towards Taiwan, U.S.-China ongoing pseudo 

conflict for supremacy, the continuing Russia-Ukraine 

war, the U.S. banking crisis and a looming recession. In 

view of the continued adverse economic conditions in the 

west, external market-facing companies continue to bear 
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the brunt and hence those must be avoided at this point of 

time of the market cycle.  

2. We are bullish on India’s growth fueled by foreign fund 

flows and domestic factors. It is the optimal time to buy 

quality businesses with a long-term hold approach. It is 

advisable to avoid fear-of-missing-out (FOMO) trades as 

lofty valuation in some sectors and companies makes it 

more vulnerable for them to fall. Also, risk could emerge 

in terms of higher inflation and more hawkish U.S. Fed’s 

commentary than what the market is expecting.  Invest in 

stocks with quality names and promising long-term 

growth prospects while avoiding high debt companies 

3. While the markets are expected to gradually move 

upwards on the back of healthy corporate earnings, strong 

macros, and consistent foreign institutional investors 

buying. While investing, top elements to analyze must 

include opportunities in specific sectors or stocks, 

management growth plans, corporate governance matrix, 

debt-ridden companies and stability in the companies’ 

financials. 

4-Our Portfolio Management Services: 

Strategy 1: DREAM   

 Investments in equities cash segment with a mix of stable 

and growth-oriented companies having strong 

fundamentals.  

 Our Multi-cap strategy rests on two pillars- Steady picks 

for large cap for resilience, stability, and long-term wealth 

and Growth for Small & Mid-caps for capturing new 

opportunities & potential multi-baggers. 

 In order to minimize concentration risks, we believe in 

sector diversification. This has also resulted in achieving 

outstanding results by outperforming the markets by 

capturing opportunities across the board.  

 We make dedicated efforts to find attractively valued 

firms with sustainable business models to capture new 

and dynamic opportunities.    

                    

                  Performance as on 30th June 2023:          

Inception date: 4th March, 2020                  

                          

                  

 

               Our Top 10 Holdings# 

                                                      #As of 30th June 2023 

 Strategy 2: IRSS 

1- Niche SME & Small Cap based PMS launched in February 

2022. 
2- We came No. 1 in India according to PMS Bazaar by 

delivering 34% returns in FY23. 

3- Exclusive selection of potential multibaggers from SME & 

Small cap space.  

4- It is a high risk & high return strategy and therefore 

suitable for investors having high risk appetite

 1M 3M 6M 1Y 3Y 
Since 

inception 
(CAGR) 

Since 

Inception 
(Absolute) 

HEM 

PMS 
6.5% 21.8% 17.2% 35.9% 30.9% 25.5% 112.7% 

BSE 

500 
4.1% 12.6% 6.0% 22.3% 24.8% 18.6% 76.4% 

Raghav Productivity  

Enhancers Ltd.  
BLS International Services Ltd.  

Agarwal Industrial 

Corporation Ltd.  
HDFC Bank Ltd.  

State Bank of India Ltd. Bajaj Finance Ltd. 

ICICI Bank Ltd. Tata Motors Ltd. 

Gravita India Ltd. Carysil Ltd. 

 1M 3M 6M 1Y 

Since 

inception 

(CAGR) 

HEM IRSS 5.8% 20.3% 7.2% 79.6% 41.3% 

S&P BSE 500 4.1% 12.6% 6.0% 22.3% 7.9% 
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Disclaimer: 

All opinions, figures, charts/graphs, estimates and data included in this document are as on date and are subject to change without 

notice. While utmost care has been exercised while preparing this document, Hem Securities Limited does not warrant the 

completeness or accuracy of the information and disclaims all liabilities, losses and damages arising out of the use of this 

information. No content of this material including the performance related information is verified by SEBI nor has SEBI Certified 

the accuracy or adequacy of the same. No part of this document may be duplicated in whole or in part in any form and/or 

redistributed without prior written consent of the Hem Securities Limited. Readers should before investing in the Strategy make 

their own investigation and seek appropriate professional advice. Investments in Securities are subject to market and other risks 

and there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of any of the strategies of the Portfolio Management Services will be 

achieved. Clients under Portfolio Management Services are not being offered any guaranteed/assured returns. Past performance 

of the Portfolio Manager does not indicate the future performance of any of the strategies. The name of the Strategies do not in 

any manner indicate their prospects or return. The investments may not be suited to all categories of investors. Neither Hem 

Securities Limited (HSL), nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this material. The recipient 

of this material should rely on their investigations and take their own professional advice. While we endeavor to update on a 

reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us 

from doing so. The Portfolio Manager is not responsible for any loss or shortfall resulting from the operation of the strategy. 

Recipient shall understand that the aforementioned statements cannot disclose all the risks and characteristics. The recipient is 

requested to take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return, etc. and take 

professional advice before investing. As with any investment in securities, the value of the portfolio under management may go 

up or down depending on the various factors and forces affecting the capital market. For tax consequences, each investor is advised 

to consult his/her own professional tax advisor. Distribution Restrictions - This material should not be circulated in countries 

where restrictions exist on soliciting business from potential clients residing in such countries. Recipients of this material should 

inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. Recipients shall be solely liable for any liability incurred by them in 

this regard and will indemnify HSL for any liability it may incur in this respect. Securities investments are subject to market risk. 

Please read disclosure document carefully before investing. 

Portfolio Management Services | Regn No. PMS INP 000006794 

 

 


